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SUMMARY

Pressures on marine environments such as the
Wadden Sea are increasing as a consequence of an
increasing number of human activities. Somebody
who wishes to undertake an activity has to assess
the isolated effect of the activity on the ecosystem
but also the effect of the activity in combination
with other activities, i.e. the cumulative effect.
A scientific assessment of isolated and cumulative
effects requires insight into cause and effect
relationships between the relevant ecosystem
components. Identification of causal networks in
ecological systems is challenging because ecosystems
are complex and the existence of causal links
depends on spatial and temporal scales.
This report considers the utility of Bayesian Networks
for assessing cumulative effects. The Bayesian
Network modelling framework is chosen because it
is suitable for reasoning about combinations of factors
within a causal network under uncertainty. Because
Bayesian Networks can be understood intuitively
they are useful for trans-disciplinary assessments and
they can support communication with non-expert
audience. Furthermore, the framework can be used
to assess risk and utility and thus support rational
decision making.
This report introduces the main concepts of
Bayesian Networks and provides examples of
Bayesian reasoning. To investigate the applicability
of the BBN framework, a model is constructed
and applied to “the salt-mining case” in the
Wadden Sea. In short, there is economic interest
for salt-mining under the Wadden Sea but there
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is concern that subsidence of the seafloor due
to mining will lead to a loss of intertidal flats.
Furthermore, the continued existence of intertidal
flats is already threatened by accelerating sea level
rise. The effect of mining would cumulate with
the effect of sea level rise. Influence diagrams and
a prototype Bayesian Network are constructed
on the basis of reviews and considerations by
independent domain experts of the geomechanic,
morphodynamic, ecological and economic aspects
of salt-mining. It is important to note that in this
report many simplifying assumptions were made
to develop the Bayesian Networks without further
consultation of the domain experts. Due to a lack
of information, causality relationships are simplified
and parameterisation is based on rough guesses
rather than systematic estimation. The development
of the Bayesian Network should be considered as
a test of whether the approach is potentially useful
for these types of questions. To maintain clarity and
reproducibility the environment R for statistical
computing and graphics is used; assumptions,
explanations, code and graphs are provided.
It is concluded that the Bayesian Network approach
– where both ecological risks and economical
benefits are taken into account – is promising for
this type of application and that the approach may
support decision making in the salt-mining case
and other cases that require integrated assessments.
However, the development of Bayesian Networks,
including parameterisation, is a process in which
scientists, stakeholders and managers should
collaborate right from the start.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background and objective of
the study

The diversity and intensity of pressures on marine
environments are increasing as a consequence of
global change and increasing human activities such
as mining, dredging, construction of wind-parks
and fishery (Halpern et al., 2007). Pressures may
affect properties of ecosystems and the natural value
in isolation but more typically a suite of pressures
may interact and affect the ecosystem cumulatively.
In the Wadden Sea, for example, hundreds of
permits for human activities have been granted
by the national and regional governments in the
last years. Conservation organisations have urged
managers, policy makers and scientists to consider
the ecological effects of the activities for proper
regulation and management of natural resources.
Somebody who wishes to undertake an activity has
to assess the environmental impact of the activity.
An environmental impact assessment (EIA) should
consist of an assessment of isolated effects but also
assess the cumulative impacts of the activity
(Tamis et al., 2016).
Assessment of environmental impacts requires
insight into cause and effect relationships between
the relevant ecosystem components on relevant
temporal and spatial scales (Walker & Salt, 2012).
It is, however, difficult to discover causation in

ecological systems because ecosystems are complex
(many components and non-linear relationships),
heterogeneous (relationships may differ in space
and time) and they may display non-equilibrium
dynamics (Gunderson & Holling, 2002). In
addition, patterns of interest may have developed
over long periods of time and may vary by spatial
and temporal scales (Holling, 1973; Levin, 1992;
Reise, 2013). Theory and models which describe
how current states and processes develop from past
states and processes can help to develop insight into
the relevant cause and effect relationships, including
cumulative effects, in ecosystems.
The Wadden Sea community has been confronted
with the issue of cumulative effects and there is a
need for a systematic approach to assess cumulative
effects in an objective, unambiguous and tractable
manner. This report considers the utility of Bayesian
Belief Networks (BBN) for assessing cumulative
effects. As noted above, there are many factors
(including unknown factors) that play a role in cause
and effect relationships which may be context and
scale dependent. The Bayesian Network modelling
framework was chosen because it is suitable for
reasoning about combinations of factors under
uncertainty. Furthermore, BBNs can also be used
for assessment of risk and (economic) utility and
thus support rational decision making
(McCann et al., 2006).

Activity

Pressure

Impact

Mining

Seabed subsidence

Intertidal habitat

Industry

Pollution

Fishery

Seabed disturbance

Figure 1: An example of cause and effect chain of human activity, pressure and impact.
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Benthos community

1.2	Pressures, stressors and
cumulative effects

1.3

Global change and human activities (such as mining,
industry, fishery) cause pressures – i.e. changing
environmental conditions such as changing
concentrations of pollutants and nutrients or seabed
disturbance – which have an impact ecosystem
components (Figure 1). A stressor is defined as a
special kind of pressure; it is a variable that exceeds
natural levels of variation (Crain et al., 2008).
Examples of current marine stressors are seabed
disturbance, sea water temperature, sea water level
and nutrient- and toxin concentrations. Pressures
(or stressors) can affect different properties of
ecosystems such as habitats, populations, community
composition and productivity.

a

A

b

B

Cumulative effects

Isolated effects

Pressures may affect ecosystems in isolation
but more typically, pressures interact and affect
ecosystems cumulatively. Cumulative effects can
be additive, synergistic and antagonistic (Figure 2).
Following Crain et al. (2008), an effect is considered
to be additive when the combination of two factors
(factor A has effect a and factor B has effect b) is
the sum of both ( = a + b ). An effect is synergistic
when the combination of both effects is larger than
the sum of both effects ( > a + b ). An effect is
antagonistic if the combination of the two factors
has a smaller than the sum of both effects ( > a + b ).

Assessing cumulative effects

The consideration of cumulative effects is
challenging because ecosystems are complex
self-organizing systems characterised by complex
dynamics, nonlinear relationships, thresholds,
hysteresis1 and therefore uncertainty and surprise
(Levin, 2005; Solé & Bascompte, 2006). For
instance, an ecosystem may have the capacity
to absorb a disturbance at one instance (time
period, location) but be vulnerable to the same
disturbance at another instance. Naturally, no
stressors are alike in their effect on the ecosystem
and each activity affects ecosystem components
differently. Furthermore, the location, timing and
the frequency of a disturbance strongly influences
the impact that it may have on the ecosystem
component. Assessment of cumulative effects – just
like the assessment of isolated effects – requires
solid understanding of the ecosystem in terms of
functioning and knowledge of its state on different
spatial and temporal scales.

1	Time-dependent response of an ecosystem to changing variables.
Time dependence arises because history affects the internal state
of the ecosystem. The ecosystem response can therefore not be
predicted from input environmental variables only, but either
the internal state or the history of the system must be known.

synergistic
> a+b
additive
= a+b
antagonistic
< a+b

A&B

Figure 2: Illustration of the concept of cumulative effects. Cumulative effects can be additive,
synergistic and antagonistic (Crain et al., 2008).
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2. BAYESIAN BELIEF NETWORKS
A Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) is a statistical
graphical model representing conditional
dependencies between a set of random variables by
means of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) (Pearl,
2000). BBNs represent causal structure and can
be used to model complex systems with multiple
cause-effect relationships. Thanks to the graphical
structure they are understood intuitively without
much mathematical background.
BBNs are popular because probabilities in the
model can be quantified using expert knowledge,
mathematical relationships or statistical associations
between data. BBNs are useful for participatory
processes because they are relatively easy to
communicate and construct in collaboration with
domain experts and natural resource managers.
Furthermore, they help to maintain clarity by
making assumptions explicit and quantitative. BBNs
represent understanding including uncertainty
and can be used to analyze variability in system
response to changes (e.g. related to sea level rise and
mining activities). They can furthermore be used
to analyze the effectiveness of interventions related
to management decisions and be used to forecast
likelihoods of system states given future scenarios.
Importantly, the uncertainties with these causal
relationships and possible interventions can also be
explored.
For the reasons above, BBNs are often used
in adaptive-management frameworks because
they allow for testing of hypotheses related to
management interventions and they can be updated
or extended with new knowledge. Furthermore,
because BBNs can be parameterised by means
statistical associations, mathematical relationships,
output from simulations or expert knowledge from
across disciplines, the methodology is suitable for
integrative assessments. For instance, in ecology and
wildlife management BBNs have been used to study
the influence of environmental predictor variables
and decision variables on ecological response
variables (e.g. McCann et al., 2006;
Barton et al., 2008; Howes et al., 2010). This chapter
illustrates the construction and application of BBNs
by providing a brief conceptual and theoretical
background and examples.
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2.1

Theoretical background

A BBN consists of a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
with nodes and edges (Figure 3). The nodes
represent random variables and the edges (depicted
as arrows) represent probabilistic relationships
between the nodes. In an ecological system for
example, a node may describe a population, and the
states of the node could be the possible sizes of the
population. If there is a causal relationships between
two random variables in the graph, the two nodes
are connected by a directed edge from cause to
effect. Since directed edges represent static causal
probabilistic dependencies, cycles are not allowed in
the graph. The conditional probability distribution
of a node is defi ned for every possible outcome
combination of its causal nodes.

Figure 3: A simple Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) with nodes and edges
illustrating the relationships between
the random variables A, B, C and D.

Bayes’ Theorem is the basic computation rule
that is used to solve or update BBNs (Box 1). In
Bayes’ Theorem a prior probability represents the
likelihood that a parameter is in a certain state
(Gelman et al., 2003). The posterior probability (or
conditional probability) is the likelihood of the state
of the parameter given the states of the parameters
affecting it. Put differently, the prior is the believe
about some quantity, and the posterior is the belief
given additional evidence. A BBN is solved by
updating the nodes using Bayes’ Rule:

P(A|B) =

P(B|A)P(A)
P(B)

where P(A|B) is the posterior distribution; P(A) is
the prior distribution of parameter A; and P(B|A)
the likelihood function, i.e. the probability of B
given existing data A; P(B) is the prior distribution
of parameter B.
Here is a simple and typical example of an
application of Bayes’ rule. Suppose that it rains 20%
of the time (P(R) = 0.2) and that it is cloudy 60%
(P(C) = 0.6) of the time. It can only rain when
it is cloudy (P(C|R) = 1). What is the chance of
rain given that it is cloudy? Bayes rule says that
× 0.2
= 1.00.6
= 0.33. So the chance
P(R|C) = P(C|R)P(R)
P(C)
of rain under cloudy conditions is 33%.

Box 1: Bayes’ Theorem
Bayes’ Theorem follows from probability theory.
The Venn diagram below is useful to visualize the
probability of events. Bayes’ Theorem is derived as
follows:
P(A∩B) = P(A|B)P(B) = P(B|A)P(A)
This means that the probability of events A and B
happening simultaneously, is the probability of event
B happening multiplied by the probability of event
A given B. This is the same as the probability of
event A happening multiplied by the probability of
event B given A. This can be rearranged to obtain
Bayes’ Theorem:
P(A|B) = P(B|A)P(A)
P(B)
In words it says that the probability of A given B
is equal to the probability of A, multiplied by the
probability of B given A, divided by the probability
of B.

A AB B

Before Bayes’ Theorem was derived probabilistic
problems concerned questions like: “given a model
and parameters θ, what are the probabilities of the
possible outcomes of the random variable y?” Bayesian
inference, in contrast, asks what is the probability of
θ being true conditional on the data. This probability
may be found by applying Bayes’ Theorem.
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2.2

BBN construction

The following sections shortly describe the main
steps that are required to construct a Bayesian
Network in a natural resource management setting.
They are based on Jakeman et al. (2006) and Chen
& Pollino (2012); these papers can be consulted for
a more comprehensive treatment and best practises.

Objectives, influence diagrams and
conceptual models
The first step in the development of a BBN (or any
type of model) is the identification of the objectives
for the model. The objective should include the
temporal and spatial scales that are being considered.
It is useful to develop the structure of a BBN using
expert knowledge or in a participatory environment
to ensure that all crucial aspects are considered. An
influence diagram or a conceptual model of how the
system works is a useful outcome of the first step.
A conceptual model should capture the essential
variables with the relationships between them and it
should be simple enough to be grasped, quantified
and communicated. An influence diagram can be as
simple as a scheme of boxes and arrows showing the
cause and effects among key variables. Depending
on the intended use of the model, several influence
diagrams may be constructed at various spatial or
temporal scales.
From conceptual model to Bayesian
Belief Network: variables and conditional
probability tables
In the second step the BBN is developed from
the conceptual model by defining variables and
assigning the probabilities for the variables. A
BBN may consist of different types of variables.
There are decision variables describing possible
management decisions (e.g. mining quantity).
There are utility variables describing endpoints
or expected output (e.g. monetary value). The
other variables are random variables with possible
states and probabilities. In discrete networks, the
states must be discrete and mutually exclusive.
Variables may be Boolean, discrete or continuous.
Continuous variables are often classified to make
their states discrete.
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In a BBN the relationship between a child node
(i.e. a variable) and its parent nodes (the variables
that directly affect that variable) is described by
conditional probability tables (CPT). A CPT
specifies the probability that a node will be in
a particular state given the states of the parent
nodes. For example, if variable C has parents A
and B the probability table for C is P(C|A, B).
The conditional probabilities can be obtained by
estimation from data, consultation of scientific
literature, process-based modelling or from expert
elicitation 2   ( Pollino & Henderson, 2010). Only
when the networks contain conditional probability
tables they are called Bayesian Networks.
In the BBN field there is substantial theory,
literature, algorithms and software implementations
that can be used to learning of BBNs using datadriven approaches. Data-driven approaches can be
categorised as learning problems when structure is
known and as structure learning problems when
structure is unknown. Comprehensive data sets
for large ecological systems are rare so the use
of only automated learning is not particularly
relevant for these cases. The most relevant
approach to environmental or ecological systems
probably consists of combinations of expert-driven
approaches and automated learning.

2	In this context expert elicitation is the process of synthesizing
opinions of experts on a subject where there is insufficient data.

A: 60%

B: 10%

0.05

0.1

D: 30%

0.02

C

(a)

A map of the tidal basins in the western Dutch
Wadden Sea with relative production numbers
and dispersal probabilities.

(b)

Directed acyclic graph (DAG) representing the
production and dispersal probabilities.

Figure 4: A hypothetical example of a BBN for the production and transport of bivalve larvae between the
tidal basins of the western Dutch Wadden Sea. The numbers in the graph are made up.

Example: Bivalve recruitment
Adult bivalves reproduce by releasing eggs
and sperm into the water, i.e. spawning. After
fertilization of eggs, larvae are formed which reside
in the water column for some time until they settle
(after which they are called spat). In the Wadden
Sea, larvae and spat are observed in spring, summer,
and autumn (Philippart et al., 2012, 2014). Dispersal
of the pelagic larvae is strongly determined by
water currents (Levin, 2006; Folmer et al., 2014)

which in the North Sea and the Wadden Sea is a
highly stochastic process due to the effect of wind
(Chrastansky & Callies, 2009). Transport models
based on current fields from hydrodynamic models
can be used to estimate hydrodynamic connectivity
in a probabilistic fashion (Chrastansky & Callies,
2011). A simple hypothetical example for the
western Dutch Wadden Sea is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 4 and Table 1 show the production numbers
and the dispersal probabilities between tidal basins.

Region

Fraction of total production

Probability of transport to C

Origination

A

P(A) = 0.60

P(C˳|A) = 0.05

P(A|C˳) = 0.65

B

P(B) = 0.10

P(C˳|B) = 0.10

P(B|C˳) = 0.22

D

P(D) = 0.30

P(C˳|D) = 0.02

P(D|C˳) = 0.13

Table 1: Hypothetical production numbers and the dispersal probabilities of bivalve larvae.
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The probability that a larva from A, B, or D is observed in C is P(C˳ )
P(C˳) = P(A) × P(C˳|A) + P(B) × P(C˳|B) + P(D) × P(C˳|D)
P(C˳) = (0.6 × 0.05) + (0.1 × 0.1) + (0.3 × 0.02) = 0.046
Now, new evidence is observed: a larva is found in region C, what is
the probability it originated from A, B or D? The probabilities can be
computed using Bayes’ Theorem:
P(A|C˳) =

P(A∩C˳ )
P(C˳ )

=

P(C˳|A) × P(A)
P(C˳ )

=

0.05 × 0.60
0.046

= 0.65

P(B|C˳) =

P(B∩C˳ )
P(C˳ )

=

P(C˳|B) × P(B)
P(C˳ )

=

0.10 × 0.10
0.046

= 0.22

P(D|C˳) =

P(D∩C˳ )
P(C˳ )

=

P(C˳|D) × P(D)
P(C˳ )

=

0.02 × 0.30
0.046

= 0.13

2.3 Use of Bayesian method for
decision making
Authorities must make decisions whether or not
to allow activities and consider possible mitigation
actions. Typical for environmental decision making
is that knowledge and data are too inconclusive
to allow for incontestable conclusions. Bayesian
decision theory states that beliefs about the effect
of an activity should be quantified into a prior
distribution and that new evidence should be mixed
into a posterior distribution of beliefs. The decision
of the authority or any other actor who wishes to
develop a standpoint on the issue, can be clarified
and rationalised using the posterior beliefs about the
possible losses and economic utilities.
Despite its utility for expressing uncertainty of
predictions, Bayesian methods have not yet been
adopted broadly but more and more applications
emerge in the environmental sciences literature
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(Chen & Pollino, 2012). The lack of applications
might result from the fact that most scientists tend
to focus on specific domains while decision making
typically concerns trans-disciplinary considerations.
Particularly, quantification of management
options and associated risks and utilities requires
dedicated effort across domains and there may
be computational difficulties. Furthermore,
Dennis (1996) makes the point that science is not
about decisions but is about making convincing
conclusions: “If the information is inadequate and
a policy decision must be made, the regulator should
take responsibility, clearly admit that the information is
inadequate, institute an interim, cautious policy until
better data become available, and not pass off personal (or
anyone’s) beliefs disguised by fancy statistical analysis as
science.” Although domain specific science is indeed
about discovering causation and making convincing
conclusions, the computation of risks and benefits
across disciplines – which may be used by decision
makers – is still a scientific enterprise.

3. ASSESSING THE CUMULATIVE EFFECT
OF SALT MINING AND SEA LEVEL RISE
IN THE WESTERN DUTCH WADDEN SEA:
A PROTOTYPE BBN
The Dutch ministry of Economic Affairs has
licensed Frisia Zout B.V. for rocksalt mining under
Ballastplaat in the Vlie tidal basin in The Wadden
Sea (Figure 5). Nature conservation organisations
are concerned that mining will cause seabed
subsidence which in its turn may lead to changing
erosion patterns and changes in transport and
sedimentation. Nature conservation organisations
are worried that the intertidal area will shrink and
that shorebirds will loose foraging habitat. The
seabed subsidence occurs jointly with (relative)
sea level rise (RSLR) which would further reduce
the intertidal area. Another concern is related to
changing sediment properties of the intertidal flats
of Ballastplaat.

Several studies assessing the environmental impacts
(EIA) of salt mining under Ballastplaat have been
carried out (Hulscher et al., 2016). The Wadden
Academy 3 has noticed that there is doubt about the
correctness and reliability of the results of these
EIAs. There is disagreement about the level of
subsidence and the consequences for the ecosystem.
Furthermore it is unclear how the possible
environmental costs should be weighed against the
economic benefits in terms of employment. The
Wadden Academy has therefore asked independent
domain experts to further analyse the issue of
3

An important role of the Wadden Academy is the facilitation
of information exchange between the science, government,
industry and societal organizations such as NGOs

Figure 5: Western Dutch Wadden Sea with the study area around Ballastplaat.
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salt mining with regards to 1. geomechanics and
mining technology (Urai and Bekendam), 2. the
risk of seabed subsidence and morphodynamics
(Hulscher, Wijnberg, and van der Weerd), 3. the
economic impact on the region (Rienstra) and 4.
the impacts on the ecosystem (Meire and Cox).
The analyses of the domain experts can be found in
Hulscher et al. (2015). On request of the Wadden
Academy the author of this report has used the
rocksalt mining issue as a practical example case
for the use of Bayesian Belief Networks to assess
cumulative effects.
In this chapter, a BBN will be constructed on the
basis of the analyses of the independent domain
experts (Hulscher et al., 2016). It is important to
note that the author of this report is not a domain
expert. It is also important to note that the analyses
of the domain experts are developed independently
from one another and that the position papers are
contemplative rather than quantitative. This limits
the possibility to construct a fully quantitative
BBN. The purpose of the application is to assess the
potential utility of BBN methodology by developing
a prototype, not the assessment of costs and benefits
of salt mining under Ballastplaat.
A brief summary of each of the position papers of
the domain experts is provided. On the basis of each
summary an influence diagram (boxes and arrows)
will be constructed and the expected effects and
uncertainties will be described.
Then – as far is possible on the basis of the position
papers – relationships between variables will be
defined in the form of conditional probability tables
(CPT). R code and explanations are provided in
appendix B.

3.1 Geomechanics and mining
technology
The information in this section is derived from
the chapter by Urai and Bekendam (in Hulscher
et al., 2016). Salt extraction from underneath the
Ballastplaat will take place by means of solution
mining via deviated wellbores at four new caverns
at depths of ca 3 km. The caverns remain relatively
small because the rocksalt (halite) converges around
the cavern. The extractions cause deformation of
the rock layers above the caverns. This results in
cup-shaped subsidence at the seabed. The seabed
subsidence can be described by a Gaussian curve.
The mining process is monitored by means
of measuring produced volume, periodically
estimating the volume of the cavern by means
of sonar, measuring brine pressure in the cavern
and by taking measurements of the depth and
shape of the soil subsidence4. Production can be
adjusted if measurements show that this would be
required. The soil-subsidence will be measured
at deeper layers (i.e. Pleistocene). Urai and
Bekendam recommend that the soil subsidence
monitoring program will be extended with LIDAR
measurements (or similar) of the seabed.
After the period of salt mining the caverns will
be abandoned which results in a decreasing rate
of soil subsidence. Urai and Bekendam discuss the
possibility of a rebound effect, i.e. that the soil rises
after abandonment. The authors also discuss the
possibility of improving estimates of the rebound
effect and the impact on the soil elevation level by
considering microphysical properties of different
types of salt.

4
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This type of measurement is more accurate on land than at sea.

Urai and Bekendam express no doubt that the
mining activities will cause deformation of
the rocksalt layer and seabed subsidence. The
uncertainties seem to concern the behaviour of
the rocksalt layer which is why the mining process
should be carefully monitored. Another source
of uncertainty concerns the relationship between
deformation of the rocksalt layer and the seabed
subsidence which is why monitoring by LIDAR is
proposed.

Geo: Influence diagram and DAG
The cause and effect chain regarding the deep
rocksalt layer due to salt mining is straightforward.
The production (or mining) of salt produces a
cavern in the deep rocksalt layer which results in
subsidence of the seabed (Figure 6a). This chain
can be simplified to a 2-node DAG describing the
relationship between the volume produced and
seabed subsidence (Figure 6b).

(a)

(b)

PROD

PROD

ROCK

SUBS

3.2

Morphodynamics

The information in this section is derived from
the chapter by Hulscher, Wijnberg and van der
Weerd (in Hulscher et al., 2016). The chapter
reviews the scientific and technological knowledge
that was used for impact assessments regarding
morphodynamics. Hulscher et al. formulate the
question they intend to answer as follows: How well
are we capable to asses with current knowledge, models and
measurements if, and if so, how the development of the
seabed in the mined area and its surroundings will change
in the following 20-30 years as a result of subsidence by
salt mining. They considered the following three
research reports about the impact of soil subsidence
on erosion, transport and sedimentation in response
to salt mining: Kater et al. (2010); Cleveringa &
Grasmeijer (2010); Van Rijn (2015).
The review of Hulscher et al. suggests that there
are two main effects that may be expected due to
salt mining. The first is the direct, local impact on
the seabed at Ballastplaat. The second concerns the
indirect morphological changes on the scale of the
Vlie tidal basin. The BBN analysis conducted in this
report only considers the direct and local impacts 5.

SUBS

Figure 6: An influence diagram (a) and a DAG
(b) describing the cause and effect chain of salt
production (PROD) on the rock layers (ROCK) and
seabed subsidence (SUBS). Derived from Urai and
Bekendam in (Hulscher et al., 2016).
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5	As noted above, the purpose of this document is not to evaluate
all evidence regarding salt mining but to explore the utility
of BBNs for analysing cumulative effects for which the salt
mining is taken as a study case.

The following description of processes and variables
are taken from the review by Hulscher et al. and are
used to construct the morphology DAG:

Subsidence at Ballastplaat
Subsidence of the seabed will take place as a result
of sub-surface mining over a period of 20-30 years.
The mining will cause a void in the subsurface
which leads to the formation of an ellipse-shaped
hole with length of 7.5 km and width 6 km with
a maximum depth of 1.4 m (Hartsuiker, 2010). If
the hole fills up at the same rate as it subsides, the
net subsidence will be zero. Although Van Rijn
(2015) assumes subsidence over a circle of 5 km with
a maximum depth of 1 m, the correctness of the
dimensions of Hartsuiker (2010) are not discussed
and will be taken as given. It should be noted that
Urai and Bekendam are more explicit in that they
state that the shape of the hole can be described by
a 3d Gaussian function. Either way, the shape of
the hole is not discussed as a factor of influence on
sedimentation.
Sea level rise
Relative 6 sea level rise (RSLR) is a crucial
determinant for the future existence of the Wadden
Sea (Kabat et al., 2009). Cleveringa & Grasmeijer
(2010) consider sea level rise (RSLR) because it
is an important variable in the ASMITA model
which they use to investigate the behaviour of the
morphology of the Vlie tidal basin (which in its
turn is related to sedimentation at Ballastplaat).
Cleveringa & Grasmeijer (2010) assumed that the sea
level rises at a constant rate of 1.7 mm yr -1.
Hulscher et al. (2015) consider this assumption to
be too narrow as TNO has published different
(accelerating) RSLR scenarios (also see Section 3.4).

6
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Relative to changes of the continental crust.

According to Kabat et al. (2009, and references
therein), there is a RSLR threshold value under
which sedimentation can keep up with RSLR. It
is estimated that this value is around 60 cm per
century (6 mm yr -1), but may differ per tidal basin.
Even the most conservative RSLR scenario’s are
close to the threshold value Kabat et al., 2009). In
the development of the DAG, RSLR is considered
to have direct impact on exposure time and on
sedimentation.

Sedimentation at Ballastplaat
The main uncertainty with regards to
morphodynamics concerns the question whether
sedimentation will compensate for the subsidence.
The reports Kater et al. (2010) and Van Rijn
(2015) discuss possible dampening of subsidence
through sedimentation while Hulscher et al. note
that additional deepening through changing
hydrodynamics and increased erosion is also
possible. In the case that sedimentation would
compensate for subsidence, the question where
the sediment may come from emerges. In the
case that amplified erosion would occur, the
question of where the sediment ends up emerges.
These questions require understanding of the
morphological behaviour on a larger scale. Hulscher
et al. conclude that the prediction of the local
response to subsidence by Kater et al. (2010) is based
on qualitative argumentation and rough estimates
and that the predictions are unwarranted.
The possibility that deepening is amplified by
changing hydrodynamics will be considered in
the influence diagram (Figure 7a). However,
domain experts would be required to clarify the
probabilities and rates of dampening and additional
deepening. The impact of possible sedimentation
on the morphology of the tidal basin (far field
effects) is not considered in the influence diagram
(Figure 7a).

Exposure time
Exposure time is the fraction of time that an
intertidal flat is exposed and available to foraging
shorebirds. It is the main variable of interest for
the salt mining case because it is important for the
population of birds that depend on it for foraging.

Exposure time is a function of bathymetry, tide
and wind. Hulscher et al. do not explicitly consider
RSLR as a factor influencing exposure time directly
and they investigate the impact of salt mining on the
bathymetry only. Here a slightly different approach
is taken and the impacts of subsidence and RSLR are
taken into account simultaneously (and interaction
is modelled by means of the conditional probability
table for exposure time).

Pattern formation or changes in patterns in
response to salt mining
Hulscher et al. suggest – based on previous research on
the effects of gas extraction in the North Sea – that
mining might speed up the formation of sandbanks.
These types of effects have not been considered by
any of the studies because there are no models which
could be used for this purpose. However, the authors
state that pattern formation can not be excluded to
play a role in sedimentation. This factor is left out
from the influence diagram
(Figure 7a).

Changes in Morphodynamics: Influence
diagram and DAG
From the above it follows that the expected
morphodynamics of Ballastplaat are complicated
and surrounded with uncertainty. The reasoning
and the BBN developed here do not consider the
dynamics explicitly. Instead the BBN is constructed
on the basis of probabilistic relationships between
the variables of interest on a time scale of ca 30
years. Of course, the probabilistic relationships are
the result of explicit morphodynamic reasoning and
modelling.
The SLR affects the sedimentation rate which in
turn affects the absolute elevation of the intertidal
flat. Production of salt also affects the elevation of
the intertidal flat. The exposure time after 30 years
depends on the elevation of the intertidal flat and
RSLR (Figure 7a).
The influence diagram can be simplified by
assuming simplified causative relationships between
exposure time and SLR and salt production (Figure
7b). Particularly, the exposure time after 30 years
depend on the interaction between SLR and
subsidence which depends on salt production.

SLR

SED

ELV
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PROD

PROD

SLR

SUBS

EXP

EXP

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Influence
diagram (a) and DAG
(b) describing the cause
and effect relationships
regarding morphology
of Ballastplaat. SLR:
Sea Level Rise;
SED: Sedimentation;
PROD: production;
ELV: Elevation of
the intertidal flat;
EXP: Exposure time.
Derived from Hulscher,
Wijnberg and van der
Weerd in (Hulscher et
al., 2016).

3.3

Economics

The information in this section is derived from
the chapter by Rienstra in Hulscher et al., 2016).
Rienstra considers the following aspects in his
analysis: The business economic aspects of salt mining
under the Wadden Sea for Frisia Zout and suppliers in
relation to socio-economic aspects and regional economic
significance for the municipality of Harlingen and its
surroundings. Particularly in terms of direct and indirect
employment opportunities and including the question of
societal necessity of salt mining in this area (could salt not
be mined elsewhere?).
The following core figures are presented:

Business economic aspects
•

Production: Frisia Zout intends to mine 1.35M
tonnes salt per year (now 1M tonnes)

•

Employment: 110 fte (5 in mining and 105 in
refinery)

•

Frisia is required to invest 60-80MEUR in
20-40 years to be able to mine and refine the
salt. These investments are needed to operate
four mining pits and consist of investments in
the factory.

Societal benefits of salt mining in the
Wadden Sea
•

Salt supply to industry, employment, future
position of port Harlingen.

•

Because the salt is pure the environmental
pressure due to chemical processes of the
industry is relatively low.

•

If the mining is no longer allowed 245 jobs will
be lost. This does not include the 41-67
additional labour years due to increasing
production.

•

The port would suffer from decreased income if
Frisia were to discontinue to use its services.

The cause-effect relationships are straightforward
and the influence diagram is simple (Figure 8).
Particularly, production affects the number of
incidental jobs, structural jobs, port viability and
exposure time (Figure 7). Because port viability is
hard to quantify it was not included in the BN in
appendix B.

PROD

Socio-economic aspects
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•

Incidental impulse due to investments in four
mining pits: 238-317 labour years in Fryslân and
69-92 labour years in the rest of Netherlands.
The added value is 22-29MEUR in Fryslân and
6-8MEUR in the rest of the Netherlands.

•

Structural impact due to increasing production: 1.35M tonnes year-1 and a turnover of
81-94.5MEUR per year (now: 1.0M tonnes and
59.6MEUR). This corresponds to 41-67 labour
years in Fryslân and 12-19 labour years in the
rest of the Netherlands. The current labour
years are 245 (110 at Frisia and 135 associated
jobs in supply, transport, maintenance, port
services). The added value would increase with
4-6MEUR in Fryslân and 1-2MEUR in the
rest of the Netherlands.

JIN

JST

PVB

Figure 8: DAG describing the cause and effect
relationships regarding economic aspects. JIN:
incidental jobs, JST: structural jobs, PVB: port
viability. The DAG is constructed on the basis of the
report of in (Hulscher et al., 2016).

3.4

Ecology

The information in this section is derived from the
chapter by Cox and Meire in (Hulscher et al., 2016).
Cox and Meire analysed “The ecological aspects of
the developments of the Ballastplaat during and after the
period of salt mining where at least the impact of seabed
subsidence on foraging shorebirds is considered.” They
analysed the scientific and technological knowledge
that was used for impact assessments regarding the
ecology. The major part of their review concerns
the morphological response of the Wadden Sea
system following seabed subsidence under sea level
rise. The audit of subsequent ecological responses
following morphological response is succinct. The
following sections describe the main critiques and
sources of (unaccounted) uncertainty of the impact
assessments according to Cox and Meire.

Sea level rise
Just like Hulscher, Wijnberg and van der Weerd,
Cox and Meire also criticise the assumption of
constant sea level rise of 1.7 mm year-1 in the
morphodynamic analyses because RSLR is expected
to accelerate (i.e. the TNO-RSLR scenarios).
Simulations show that with a constant RSLR of
1.7 mm year-1, the volume of the Ballastplaat is
expected increase until after 2100. However, on the
basis of the TNO-RSLR scenario, RSLR will be
greater than the critical value 7 of 5 mm year-1
in 2036 8. According to Cox and Meire, under
autonomous evolution, the area of intertidal flats
will peak in 2036 (or 2032) after which the area
starts to decline. They suggest that ASMITA
simulations of autonomous evolution should be
repeated under the TNO-RSLR scenarios.
The assessments of ecological response are also based
on the simulated morphodynamics on the basis of a
constant RSLR.

7	Critical value: rate of sea level rise where sediment import
is insufficient to compensate for RSLR. Kabat et al. speak of
critical sea level rise rates of around 6 mm yr -1), but also write
that they may differ per tidal basin
8
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2032 when subsidence due to gas mining is taken into account.

Cox and Meire assert that the presented effects
of salt mining therefore are underestimated. If
the worst case scenario is assumed, the ASMITA
model simulates immediate reduction of the
volume of the Ballastplaat which continues until
the end of mining. At the end of the mining
period, the sea level rise will be 5 mm year-1 and
therefore the volume of the Ballastplaat will only
continue to decrease. Under autonomous evolution
the volume will start to decrease around 20303040; under salt mining the volume will decrease
as soon as mining starts.

Morphological adaptability
ASMITA and SedBox are highly idealised
morphodynamic models with strong abstractions of
the geometry of the system, its hydrodynamics and
sediment dynamics. The belief in the usefulness of
the models for the Vlie and Marsdiep tidal basins
should emerge from the capacity of the models to
simulate the large scale trends of the past 80 years
after the closing of Lake IJssel. Cox and Meire have
not seen evidence that the models correctly simulate
the main morphodynamic responses of the system
to anthropogenic morphological disturbances of the
system. Another important point that they make
is that interpretation of modelling results requires
experts with background knowledge of the system.
It should be noted that the experts do not agree
upon the fact that 5 mm year-1 is a safe threshold
value for the capacity of the system to import
enough sediment to compensate RSLR.
Maximum reduction of tidal flat volume
The report “Tijdelijke effecten van zoutwinning op de
ecologische waarden in de Waddenzee” 9 (Cleveringa &
Grasmeijer, 2010) is based on the results of the longterm simulations presented in “Meegroeivermogen en
gebruiksruimte Vlie en Marsdiep”.

9	
Temporary effects of salt mining on the ecological values of
the Wadden Sea

Worst-case influence range
The reduction in the surface of tidal flats is calculated
on the level of tidal basin by dividing the total
volume (6.9 × 106 m 3) by the surface of the tidal
basin. This calculation assumes that the influence of
the mining is constant.

The worst subsidence scenario is selected where
the entire subsidence takes place under the flats
of the Marsdiep area which results in a reduction
of volume of 6.9 106 m 3 10. Cox and Meire doubt
whether the figure is reliable and can be used as a
basis for computing the ecological impact. It is not
investigated to which degree the actual reduction
of volume may deviate from this volume. The
sensitivity analysis is based only on the critical
RSLR but not for variation in the ASMITA model
parameters. Hence, it is not a worst case scenario
that is considered in the impact assessment studies.
The volume reduction of 6.9 × 106 m 3 is based
on simulations where a RSLR of 1.7 mm year-1 is
assumed. Since this RSLR rate is conservative and
the SedBox computations show that the volume
reduction depends on RSLR it is likely that the
actual volume reduction may be greater than
6.9 × 106 m 3.

Combining the uncertainties, Cox and Meire
conclude that for computing ecological effects the
following points should be considered: 1. careful
interpretation of the ASMITA predictions, 2. The
TNO-RSLR scenario and 3. a worst-case origin of
the sediment which fills up the cavity. They conclude
that the reduction of the intertidal area of the
Ballastplaat will exceed the range of 191 - 247 ha.

Influence diagram and DAG
In Appendix B a simplified DAG is developed for
the ecological effects of salt-mining. It is based on
general simplistic reasoning and not on the chapter
of Cox and Meire. The ecological BN is then
combined with the other BNs to obtain a full model
(Figure 9).

PROD

PROD

SLR

SUBS

SLR

JIN

EXP

EXP

BEN

BEN

BRD

10	  It is not clear whether this volume is the difference in relation
to the start of salt mining or the difference between the simulated
volume without salt mining at the end of the mining period.
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JST

BRD

SUBS

Figure 9: DAGs
describing the cause
and effect relationships
regarding ecology and
morphology in response
to salt mining (a) and
the full model (b).
SLR: Sea Level Rise;
PROD: production;
SUBS: Subsidence;
EXP: exposure time;
BEN: benthos density
and distributions;
BRD: bird densities
and distributions; JIN:
Incidental jobs; JST:
Structural jobs.

4. DISCUSSION
This report has considered the utility of BBNs for
assessing cumulative effects on ecosystems. BBNs
were selected for the following reasons:
• BBNs represent causal structure and can be used to
model complex systems with multiple cause-effect
relationships,
• BBNs can be understood intuitively and therefore
they are useful for trans-disciplinary assessments
and communication with non-expert audience,
• The BBN framework is suitable for reasoning
about combinations of factors (and thus cumulative
effects) within a causal network under uncertainty,
• BBNs can combine expert knowledge, data from
statistical analyses and simulation,
• the BBN framework can be used to assess risks and
utility and support decision making.
This set of properties makes BBNs attractive for
Environmental Impact Assessments including the
assessment of cumulative effects. Although the focus
of this research has been on cumulative effects,
the BBN framework is (obviously) also useful to
consider effects of single activities.
The applicability of the framework and the usability
of the free open source R modelling platform were
investigated by the development of a prototype
model for “the salt-mining case”. Many simplifying
assumptions and parameterisations were made
to obtain an operational BBN (Chapter 3� and
Appendix B). The BBN constructed here thus lacks
rigorous consolidation with domain experts and the
sub-models lack a fi rm quantitative basis. The R
platform for statistical computing and graphics was
used because of its flexibility and to maintain clarity
and reproducibility (source code is provided). The
BBN developed here should be considered as a test
of whether the approach and the R software may
be useful to deal with these types of questions. It is
concluded that the Bayesian Network approach –
where both ecological risks and economical benefits
are taken into account – is indeed potentially useful
for the salt-mining case and other cases. Particularly,
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the model may support decision making in the saltmining case and other cases that require integrated
assessments. Furthermore, the R packages bnlearn
(Scutari & Denis, 2014) and gRain (Højsgaard,
2012) were highly suitable to construct simple
prototype models and only a fraction of their
capabilities were used.
The development of BBNs that can be used
for integrated assessment and decision making
requires dedicated effort. Particularly, to obtain a
BBN that has a broadly supported structure and
parameterisation requires a participatory model
building process where scientists, stakeholders and
managers collaborate. Within such a participatory
environment it is important to reach agreement
on several aspects: 1. the objectives for the model
should be defi ned (including the spatial and
temporal scales); 2. there should be agreement on
influence diagrams to ensure that all crucial aspects
are considered 11; 3. variables should be defi ned and
probabilities should be assigned for the variables
(decision variables, utility variables, random variables).
For future (cumulative) environmental impact
assessments in the Wadden Sea, I recommend
that stakeholders and scientists collaborate in
participatory environments from the onset in order
to formulate broadly supported models that can be
used by authorities to optimise decisions.
I expect that the Bayesian Network approach will
be useful for structuring problems and helping
scientists, managers and stakeholders to defi ne and
discuss issues on common ground. Furthermore,
the use of BBNs has the ability to show which of
measurements and relationships are crucial and
may require further research. The various listed
properties of BBNs make them particularly useful
within adaptive management frameworks (Holling,
1978; Walker & Salt, 2012).

11 Depending on the objective of the model, several influence
diagrams may be constructed at various spatial or temporal scales.
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1

Discrete BN with expert knowledge

This example shows a basic application of probability theory. The numbers are identical
as in Pollino (2010). The computations can easily be done by hand so that the outcomes
from R can be compared. The priors for A and B: P (A = T ) = 0.2 and P (A = F ) = 0.8,
P (B = T ) = 0.6 and P (B = F ) = 0.4 The conditional probability table for C is given below.
A

B

P (C = T )

True
True
False
False

True 1
False 0.7
True 0.5
False 0

P (C = F )
0
0.3
0.5
1

From the conditional probabilities and the priors for A and B, the unconditional probability
for C is easy to compute:
P (C = T |A = T, B = T ) = 0.2 × 0.6 × 1 = 0.12

P (C = T |A = T, B = F ) = 0.2 × 0.4 × 0.7 = 0.056
P (C = T |A = F, B = T ) = 0.8 × 0.6 × 0.5 = 0.24
P (C = T |A = F, B = F ) = 0.8 × 0.4 × 0 = 0

Which sums up to P (C = T ) = 0.416 and P (C = F ) = 0.584
Below follows R script to construct and query the BN using the package bnlearn.
library(bnlearn)
library(gRain)
library(forecast)
library(GGally)
library(ggplot2)
# Make the DAG
g <- model2network("[A][B][C|A:B]")
graphviz.plot(g)

A B
C
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# make the conditional probability tables (i.e the expert knowledge)
cptA
<- matrix(c(0.2, 0.8), ncol=2, dimnames=list(NULL, c('T', 'F')))
cptB
<- matrix(c(0.6, 0.4), ncol=2, dimnames=list(NULL, c('T', 'F')))
cptC
<- c(1, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 0.7, 0.3, 0, 1)
dim(cptC)
<- c(2, 2, 2)
dimnames(cptC) <- list('C' = c('T', 'F'), 'A' = c('T', 'F'), 'B' = c('T', 'F') )
# custom.fit relates the cpt-s to the DAG so that it becomes a discrete Bayesian network
(gfit <- custom.fit(g, dist = list(A = cptA, B = cptB, C = cptC)))
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
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Bayesian network parameters
Parameters of node A (multinomial distribution)
Conditional probability table:
T
F
0.2 0.8
Parameters of node B (multinomial distribution)
Conditional probability table:
T
F
0.6 0.4
Parameters of node C (multinomial distribution)
Conditional probability table:
, , B = T
C

A

T
F
T 1.0 0.5
F 0.0 0.5

, , B = F
C

A

T
F
T 0.7 0.0
F 0.3 1.0

The probability of observering C=T without further evidence is the unconditional probability.
P (C = T ) = 0.416 and P (C = F ) = 0.584. The estimated probabilities are not exact because
they are approximated by means of Monte Carlo simulations. This methodology is beneficial
for complex BNs.
cpquery(gfit, event=(C=='T'), evidence=TRUE)

# unconditional probability query

## [1] 0.4214
cpquery(gfit, event=(C=='F'), evidence=TRUE)
## [1] 0.596
The probability of observering C=T with evidence about A and B is the conditional probability.
For example,
P (C = T |B = T )

P (C = T |B = T, A = F ) + P (C = T |B = T, A = T )

(0.2 × 1) + (0.8 × 0.5) = 0.2 + 0.4 = 0.6.

cpquery(gfit, event=(C=='T'), evidence=(B=='T') )
## [1] 0.5950386
cpquery(gfit, event=(C=='F'), evidence=(B=='T') )
## [1] 0.4067017
Thanks to Bayes Theorem, the queries can also be turned around. Particularly, given
evidence about the outcome, what is the likelihood of the evidence? For instance, what is
P (A = T |C = T ) The BN can be queried with the cpquery function from bnlearn and with
the function querygrain from gRain.
cpquery(gfit, event=(A=='T'), evidence=(C=="T"))
## [1] 0.4144737
gfit_gr <- compile(as.grain(gfit))
gfit_gr2 <- setEvidence(gfit_gr, nodes = "C", states = "T")
querygrain(gfit_gr2)$A
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## A
##
T
F
## 0.4230769 0.5769231
Finally, the BN can be used for predicting the outcomes given observations using the function
‘predict.bn.fit’
# prediction
A
<- factor(x = c('T', 'T', 'F', 'F'), levels=c('T','F'))
B
<- factor(x = c('T', 'F', 'T', 'F'), levels=c('T','F'))
test.set
<- data.frame(A, B)
test.set$C <- predict(gfit, "C", test.set)
test.set
##
##
##
##
##
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1
2
3
4

A
T
T
F
F

B
T
F
T
F

C
T
T
F
F

2

Continuous Bayesian networks

2.1

A-priori structure and regression analysis

In real-world applications there will often be knowledge about the causality structure but
parameters might have to be estimated. In such a case the network can be defined a-priori
and the parameters can be learned by regression analysis.
net
<- model2network("[A][B][C|A:B]")
graphviz.plot(net)

A B
C
train.set
test.set
distA
distB
distC
cfit

<<<<<<-

gaussian.test[1:3000, ]
gaussian.test[3001:5000, ]
lm(A ~ 1, data = train.set)
lm(B ~ 1, data = train.set)
lm(C ~ A + B, data = train.set)
custom.fit(net, dist = list(A = distA, B = distB, C = distC))

10
−10

pred.cfit
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pred.cfit <- predict(cfit, "C", test.set)
plot(test.set$C, pred.cfit)
abline(a=0, b=1, col='red', lwd=2)

−10 0

10 20 30

test.set$C
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accuracy(f=pred.cfit, x=test.set$C)
##
ME
RMSE
MAE
MPE
MAPE
## Test set -0.009768946 0.5003542 0.4067466 -3.541851 21.07598

2.2

Automatic structure and parameter learning

In some cases the causality structure is not known. In such cases the BN structure can be
learned from the data. In this case the structure is learned by the hill-climbing algorithm
and then the parameters are estimated by maximum likelihood.
First some insight into the data gaussian.set by means of plotting distributions and correlations
my_fn <- function(data, mapping, ...){
p <- ggplot(data = data, mapping = mapping) +
geom_point() +
geom_smooth(method=loess, fill="red", color="red", ...)
p
}
summary(train.set)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

A
Min.
:-2.2465
1st Qu.: 0.3221
Median : 0.9827
Mean
: 1.0080
3rd Qu.: 1.6913
Max.
: 4.8474
E
Min.
:-3.559
1st Qu.: 2.068
Median : 3.436
Mean
: 3.448
3rd Qu.: 4.804
Max.
:10.581

B
C
Min.
:-7.41272
Min.
:-11.715
1st Qu.:-0.01989
1st Qu.: 3.610
Median : 1.99507
Median : 8.052
Mean
: 2.02656
Mean
: 8.068
3rd Qu.: 4.05005
3rd Qu.: 12.254
Max.
:14.21538
Max.
: 32.441
F
G
Min.
:-1.17
Min.
:-1.366
1st Qu.:17.89
1st Qu.: 3.745
Median :21.95
Median : 5.073
Mean
:22.08
Mean
: 5.047
3rd Qu.:26.40
3rd Qu.: 6.380
Max.
:41.77
Max.
:10.837

D
Min.
:-4.752
1st Qu.: 5.949
Median : 8.979
Mean
: 9.036
3rd Qu.:12.102
Max.
:26.977

ggpairs(train.set[sample(nrow(train.set), 100), ], lower=list(continuous = my_fn)) +
theme_bw()
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0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
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5
0
−5
30
20
10
0
−10

A

Corr:
Corr:
Corr:
Corr:
−0.0748 0.222 −0.0778 −0.164

C

B

Corr:
0.953

D

20
15
10
5
0
−5
7.5
5.0
2.5
0.0
40
30
20
10
0
10.0
7.5
5.0
2.5
0.0

Corr:
Corr:
0.178 −0.0552

Corr:
0.998

Corr:
0.281

Corr:
Corr:
0.823 −0.0335

Corr:
0.951

Corr:
0.215

Corr:
Corr:
0.856 −0.0412

Corr:
0.287

Corr:
0.82

Corr:
−0.0463

E

Corr:
Corr:
0.436 −0.0346

G

F

Corr:
0.367

−2 0 A2 4 −5 0B5 10 0 1020
0 510
10.0
C
D1520 0.02.5
E5.07.5 10203040
F 0.02.55.0
G7.5

The function hc employs the hill-climbing algorithm to learn the BN structure.
net.hc <- hc(train.set)
graphviz.plot(net.hc)

A B
C D E G
F
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# learn BN structure

hcfit

<- bn.fit(net.hc, train.set, method = "mle")

Prediction of children and parent nodes can be done. Prediction of parent nodes can be done
by means of (likelihood weighting) simulation.
pred.F <- predict(hcfit, "F", test.set) # predicts F on the basis of the parents
pred.D <- predict(hcfit, "D", test.set)
pred.B <- predict(hcfit, "B", test.set, method='bayes-lw')

pred.B

10
−10

−5

−5

10

0

0

5

20

pred.F

pred.D

5

30

15

20

40

10

25

par(mfrow=c(1,3))
plot(test.set$F, pred.F)
abline(a=0, b=1, col='red', lwd=2)
plot(test.set$D, pred.D)
abline(a=0, b=1, col='red', lwd=2)
plot(test.set$B, pred.B)
abline(a=0, b=1, col='red', lwd=2)

10

20

30

40

−10

0

test.set$F

5

15

test.set$D

25

−10 −5

0

test.set$B

accuracy(f = pred.F, x = test.set$F)
##
ME
RMSE
MAE
MPE
MAPE
## Test set 0.01307376 0.9862159 0.7894544 -0.2230902 3.894167
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5

10

accuracy(f = pred.D, x = test.set$D)
##
ME
RMSE
MAE
MPE
MAPE
## Test set -0.0121054 0.3267674 0.2577476 -3.395388 11.56479
accuracy(f = pred.B, x = test.set$B)
##
ME
RMSE
MAE
MPE
MAPE
## Test set 0.01272206 0.221842 0.1396628 -24.27014 54.23288

2.3

BN from expert knowledge

A Gaussion BN can also be constructed by means of expert knowledge. The parent nodes
are defined by their (marginal) distributions. The child node is defined by means of the
relationship with the parent nodes.
net
distA
distB
distC
fit.exprt

<<<<<-

model2network("[A][B][C|A:B]")
list(coef = c("(Intercept)" = 2.2), sd
list(coef = c("(Intercept)" = 1.3), sd
list(coef = c("(Intercept)" = 0.5, "A"
custom.fit(net, dist = list(A = distA,

1)
1.5)
0.75, "B" = 1.32), sd = 0.4)
= distB, C = distC))

10 20

# predicts the value of node C

−10 0

pred.exprt

pred.exprt <- predict(fit.exprt, "C", test.set)
plot(test.set$C, pred.exprt)
abline(a=0, b=1, col='red', lwd=2)

=
=
=
B

−10 0

10 20 30

test.set$C

3

Creating BNs combining data and expert knowledge

First specify the DAG and fit it on the basis of the data. Now, the conditional probability
table for B is changed by hand (expert knowledge).
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dag <- model2network("[A][C][F][B|A][D|A:C][E|B:F]")
graphviz.plot(dag)

A C
B D F
E
fit.mle
<- bn.fit(dag, train.set[ ,c('A', 'B', 'C', 'D', 'E', 'F')])
fit.mle$B <- list(coef = c(2, 0), sd = 3)
df.new <- data.frame(B=1, F=2)
predict(fit.mle, "E", df.new)
## [1] -0.6802416
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B. BBN FOR THE SALT-MINING
CASE WITH R
1. PROTOTYPE BN FOR SALTMINING USING THE WA AUDITS
1.1 Geomechanics
1.2 Morphodynamics
1.3 Economics
1.4 Ecology
1.5 Full model
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1

Prototype BN for saltmining using the WA audits

The purpose of this section is to illustrate, in a transparant and reproducable manner, the proces of
constructing a Bayesian Network using the software R. The purpose is not to produce a Bayesian
Network that contains all necessary information for it to be used for decision making regarding the
salt mining case.
DAGs are based on the review reports described in Chapter 3 of the main report. The DAGs do,
however, not contain all nuances and details. DAGs are linked with conditional probability tables
(CPT) which are roughly in line with the audits but they are not underpinned with systematic
methods.
The development of the BN follows a stepwise procedure. For each scientific disciplin a part of the
final BN is constructed by:
1. Description of the causality structure
2. Writing R-code to construct a DAG
3. Parameterisation of the DAG (linking the CPT)
After construction some basic querying takes place to illustrate possible applications of the use of a
BN for decision making.

1.1

Geomechanics

The cause and effect chain regarding the deep rocksalt layer due to saltmining is straightforward:
1. production (or mining) of salt produces a cavern in the deep rocksalt layer
2. the formation of a cavern results in subsidence of the seafloor
The following R-code produces and plots the DAG.
dag_geo0 <- model2network("[PROD][ROCK|PROD][SUBS|ROCK]")
graphviz.plot(dag_geo0)

PROD

ROCK

SUBS

This chain can be simplified to a 2-node DAG describing the relationship between the volume
produced (PROD) and seafloor subsidence (SUBS).
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dag_geo <- model2network("[PROD][SUBS|PROD]")
graphviz.plot(dag_geo)

PROD

SUBS
A continuous and a discrete BN will be constructed. The following figures and facts are used for
parameterisation:
• Frisia Zout intends to mine 1.35M tonne salt per year for 25 years
• This corresponds to a total volume of 16 × 106 m3
• The volume that is produced equals the volume of the cup-shaped hole at the seabed
1.1.1

Continuous geomechanics DAG

The code below sets the parameters for the DAG and shows how the BN can be queried. Standard
deviations are assumed; they are not based on the audit. The function cpquery queries the DAG
for the probability that SUBS is lesser than 16 given that PROD is greater than 16 (and 10).
dist_PROD
<- list(coef = c("(Intercept)" = 16), sd = 4)
dist_SUBS
<- list(coef = c("(Intercept)" = 0, "PROD" = 1.0), sd = 2)
bn_geo_gauss <- custom.fit(dag_geo, dist = list(PROD = dist_PROD, SUBS = dist_SUBS))
cpquery(bn_geo_gauss, event = SUBS<16, evidence = PROD>16 )
## [1] 0.1697128
cpquery(bn_geo_gauss, event = SUBS<16, evidence = PROD>10 )
## [1] 0.4571017
1.1.2

Discrete geomechanics DAG

One application of BNs is to compute the effects of interventions. Interventions can be interpreted
like evidence, and they can be classified either as ideal or stochastic. An intervention fixes the values
of the variables in I to particular set of values I = {Xi1 = x1 , Xi2 = x2 , ..., Xik = xk }
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Conditional probability queries involving interventions are called intervention queries. They evaluate
the consequences of the intervention through the posterior distribution.
In the code below a discrete BN is constructed. The possible production values are set to 0, 8 and
16 with (prior) probabilies 0.5, 0.25 and 0.25. The relationship between production and subsidence
is straightforward; i.e. possible subsidence values are also 0, 8 and 16 and the probabilities that
these events happen depend on production. They are set as follows:
PROD

P (SU BS = 0)

P (SU BS = 8)

P (SU BS = 16)

0
8
16

1
0.05
0

0
0.9
0.1

0
0.05
0.9

PROD_vals
PROD_prob

<- factor(c('0', '8', '16'))
<- array(c(1/2, 1/4, 1/4), dim = 3, dimnames = list(PROD = PROD_vals))

SUBS_vals
SUBS_prob

<- factor(c('0', '8', '16'))
<- array(c(1,
0,
0,
0.05, 0.9, 0.05,
0,
0.1, 0.9), dim = c(3,3),
dimnames=list(SUBS=SUBS_vals, PROD=PROD_vals) )

(dist_geo

<- list(PROD = PROD_prob, SUBS = SUBS_prob))

##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

$PROD
PROD
0
8
16
0.50 0.25 0.25
$SUBS
PROD
SUBS 0
8 16
0 1 0.05 0.0
8 0 0.90 0.1
16 0 0.05 0.9

bn_geo

<- custom.fit(dag_geo, dist_geo)

Then the bnlearn object can be made into a gRain object by means of the function compile.
Probabilities of events may be obtained with the bnlearn::cpquery command and gRain::querygrain.
Then the value of a node is fixed to a particular state (intervention) after which it may be queried
for posterior probabilities.
cpquery(bn_geo, event=SUBS==16, evidence=PROD==16 ) # approximate
## [1] 0.9033546
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bn_geo_gr0 <- compile(as.grain(bn_geo))
bn_geo_gr1 <- setEvidence(bn_geo_gr0, nodes = "PROD", states = "16")
querygrain(bn_geo_gr1) # exact
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

$PROD
PROD
0 8 16
0 0 1

(p0

$SUBS
SUBS
0
8 16
0.0 0.1 0.9
<- querygrain(bn_geo_gr0, nodes = "SUBS"))

## $SUBS
## SUBS
##
0
8
16
## 0.5125 0.2500 0.2375
(p1

<- querygrain(bn_geo_gr1, nodes = "SUBS"))

## $SUBS
## SUBS
##
0
8 16
## 0.0 0.1 0.9
# this is for plotting the prior and posterior
probs
<- data.frame(SUBS
= as.factor(row.names(as.data.frame(p0))),
prior
= as.numeric(p0$SUBS),
posterior = as.numeric(p1$SUBS) )
probs$SUBS <- factor(probs$SUBS, levels = c("0", "8", "16"))
probs_l
<- melt(probs, id.vars = 'SUBS')
ggplot(probs_l, aes(SUBS, value)) + theme_bw() + labs(y='probability', fill="") +
geom_bar(aes(fill=variable, group=variable),
stat = "identity", position=position_dodge())
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probability

0.75

0.50

prior
posterior

0.25

0.00
0

1.2

8

SUBS

16

Morphodynamics

A simplistic sub-model for the morphodynamics is developed in the report (Chapter 3). In short,
the production of salt causes subsidence of the seafloor. The subsidence may be compensated by
sedimentation or changing hydrodynamics may cause amplification of the subsidence. For simplicity
the amplification possibility is ignored and the compensatory sedimentation possibility is modeled
with the CPT for exposure time.
dag_morph <- model2network("[PROD][SLR][SUBS|PROD][EXP|SUBS:SLR]")
graphviz.plot(dag_morph)

PROD

SLR

SUBS

EXP
The KNMI scenario’s are that the sea level will rise between 35-85 cm in 2100 in relation to the sea level of 1990 (https://www.knmi.nl/kennis-en-datacentrum/achtergrond/
zeespiegelveranderingen-in-de-toekomst). This corresponds to yearly rates of between 3 and 7.5
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mm per year. This scenario is presented as the following (simplified) probability distribution. We
assume that the SLR is constant between now and 25 years ahead.
• SLR: The probability that the average SLR is within [3.0-4.5] mm is 0.2; between [4.5-6.0] mm is
0.6 and between [6.0-7.5] is 0.2, i.e. P (SLR = [3.0−4.5]) = 0.2 and P (SLR = [4.5−6.0]) = 0.6
and P (SLR = [6.0 − 7.5]) = 0.2
• PROD: As above, the possible production values are set to 0, 8 and 16 with (prior) probabilies
0.5, 0.25 and 0.25.
• SUBS: As above
• EXP: The exposure time after 30 years is highly uncertain. It is believed that there is a
SLR threshold value under which sedimentation can keep up with SLR so that EXP remains
constant. It is estimated that this value is around 6 mm per year, i.e. if SLR > 6 mm / year
then sedimentation rate < 6 mm / year. Furthermore, if production of salt takes place the
probability that EXP remains constant decreases.
SLR

PROD

SUBS

P (EXP = 0)

[3.0-4.5]
[4.5-6.0]
[6.0-7.5]
[3.0-4.5]
[4.5-6.0]
[6.0-7.5]
[3.0-4.5]
[4.5-6.0]
[6.0-7.5]

0
0
0
8
8
8
16
16
16

0
0
0
8
8
8
16
16
16

1
0.5
0.1
0.9
0.4
0
0.8
0.3
0

P (EXP = −)
0
0.5
0.9
0.1
0.6
1
0.2
0.7
1

SLR_vals
SLR_prob

<- factor(c('[3.0-4.5]', '[4.5-6.0]', '[6.0-7.5]'))
<- array(c(0.2, 0.6, 0.2), dim=3, dimnames=list(SLR=SLR_vals) )

EXP_vals
EXP_prob

<- factor(c('0', '-'))
<- array(c(1.0, 0.0, 0.9, 0.1, 0.8, 0.2,
0.5, 0.5, 0.4, 0.6, 0.3, 0.7,
0.1, 0.9, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0),
dim=c(2,3,3),
dimnames=list(EXP=EXP_vals, SUBS=SUBS_vals, SLR=SLR_vals)) # PROD=PROD_vals,

dist_morph <- list(EXP = EXP_prob, SUBS = SUBS_prob, SLR = SLR_prob, PROD = PROD_prob) # PROD = PROD_pro
bn_morph
<- custom.fit(dag_morph, dist_morph)
The BN for the morphodynamics can be queried. For example the question: “What is the probability
of observing no change in the exposure time P (EXP = 0) given a production of 0, 8, 16?”
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cpquery(bn_morph, (EXP=='0'), PROD=='0')
## [1] 0.51979
cpquery(bn_morph, (EXP=='0'), PROD=='8')
## [1] 0.4105181
cpquery(bn_morph, (EXP=='0'), PROD=='16')
## [1] 0.3505155
cpquery(bn_morph, (EXP=='0'), SLR=='[4.5-6.0]' & PROD=='16')
## [1] 0.3299363
cpquery(bn_morph, (EXP=='0'), SLR=='[6.0-7.5]' & PROD=='16')
## [1] 0
bn_morph_gr0 <- compile(as.grain(bn_morph))
bn_morph_gr1 <- setEvidence(bn_morph_gr0, nodes = "PROD", states = "16")
querygrain(bn_morph_gr1)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
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$EXP
EXP

0
0.348 0.652
$SLR
SLR
[3.0-4.5] [4.5-6.0] [6.0-7.5]
0.2
0.6
0.2
$SUBS
SUBS
0
8 16
0.0 0.1 0.9
$PROD
PROD
0 8 16
0 0 1

(p0

<- querygrain(bn_morph_gr0, nodes = "EXP"))

## $EXP
## EXP
##
0
## 0.45225 0.54775
(p1

<- querygrain(bn_morph_gr1, nodes = "EXP"))

## $EXP
## EXP
##
0
## 0.348 0.652
# this is for plotting the prior and posterior
probs
<- data.frame(EXP
= as.factor(row.names(as.data.frame(p0))),
prior
= as.numeric(p0$EXP),
posterior = as.numeric(p1$EXP) )
probs_l
<- melt(probs, id.vars = 'EXP')
ggplot(probs_l, aes(EXP, value)) + theme_bw() +
labs(x='Exposure time', y='probability', fill="") +
geom_bar(aes(fill=variable, group=variable),
stat = "identity", position=position_dodge())

probability

0.6

0.4

prior
posterior

0.2

0.0
−

0

Exposure time

1.3

Economics

The economics chapter relates production to incidental and structural jobs (JIN & JST) and
port viability (PVB). Here, only the impact of production on JIN and JST are considered. In
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the economics chapter only the (additional) production of 1.35M tonnes per year is considered
(corresponding to a volume of 16 × 106 m3 after 25 years). Here it is assumed that total production
values of 0, 8 and 16 × 106 m3 are possible.
dag_econ <- model2network("[PROD][JST|PROD][JIN|PROD]")
graphviz.plot(dag_econ)

PROD

JIN

JST

JIN_vals <- factor(c('[0-100]', '[100-200]', '[200-300]'))
JIN_prob <- array(c(1, 0, 0, 0.2, 0.6, 0.2, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6), dim = c(3,3),
dimnames=list(JIN=JIN_vals, PROD=PROD_vals) )
JST_vals <- factor(c('[0-25]', '[25-50]', '[50-75]'))
JST_prob <- array(c(1, 0, 0, 0.2, 0.6, 0.2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.7), dim = c(3,3),
dimnames=list(JST=JST_vals, PROD=PROD_vals) )
dist_econ <- list(JST = JST_prob, JIN=JIN_prob, PROD = PROD_prob)
bn_econ
<- custom.fit(dag_econ, dist_econ)
The BN for the economics can be queried for expected probabilities. e.g. P (JST = [0−25]|P ROD =
8) or P (JIN = [0 − 100]|JST = [50 − 75])
cpquery(bn_econ, (JST=='[0-25]'), PROD=='0')
## [1] 1
cpquery(bn_econ, (JST=='[0-25]'), PROD=='8')
## [1] 0.1884904
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cpquery(bn_econ, (JST=='[0-25]'), PROD=='16')
## [1] 0.1077044
cpquery(bn_econ, (JIN=='[0-100]'), PROD=='0')
## [1] 1
cpquery(bn_econ, (JIN=='[0-100]'), PROD=='8')
## [1] 0.220268
cpquery(bn_econ, (JIN=='[0-100]'), JST=='[50-75]')
## [1] 0.1093458

1.4

Ecology

The ecology audit chapter is mainly about morphology because it is difficult to reason about
expectations about ecological developments if the large-scale morphodynamics are uncertain. The
simple ecological model below follows from (extremely) simplistic reasoning. As described in the
morphology section, the exposure time depends on sea level rise and salt production levels. The
exposure time affects the distribution and densities of benthos and birds directly. Birds are also
affected by the exposure time indirectly via the density and distribution of benthos.
EXP
0
-

P (BEN = −)

0.2
0.7

P (BEN = 0)

P (BEN = +)

0.6
0.2

0.2
0.1

The CPT below describes the probabilities for a population of birds that decreases, remains constant
or decreases under different EXP and BEN conditions.
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EXP

BEN

0
0
0
-

0
+
0
+

P (BRD = −)

0.8
0.2
0.1
0.9
0.7
0.2

P (BRD = 0)

P (BRD = +)

0.1
0.7
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.7

0.1
0.1
0.6
0.0
0.1
0.1

dag_ecol <- model2network("[PROD] [SLR] [EXP|SUBS:SLR] [SUBS|PROD] [BEN|EXP] [BRD|EXP:BEN]")
graphviz.plot(dag_ecol)

PROD

SLR

SUBS

EXP

BEN

BRD

BEN_vals

<- factor(c('-', '0', '+'))

BEN_prob

<- array(c(0.2, 0.6, 0.2, 0.7, 0.2, 0.1),
dim=c(3, 2), dimnames=list(BEN=BEN_vals, EXP=EXP_vals))

BRD_vals
BRD_prob

<- factor(c('-', '0', '+'))
<- array(c(0.8, 0.1, 0.1,
0.2, 0.7, 0.1,
0.1, 0.3, 0.6,
0.9, 0.1, 0.0,
0.7, 0.2, 0.1,
0.2, 0.7, 0.1),
dim=c(3, 3, 2),
dimnames=list(BRD=BRD_vals, BEN=BEN_vals, EXP=EXP_vals))

dist_ecol <- list(BRD=BRD_prob, BEN=BEN_prob, EXP=EXP_prob, SUBS=SUBS_prob, PROD=PROD_prob, SLR=SLR_prob
bn_ecol
<- custom.fit(dag_ecol, dist_ecol)
The BN for ecology can be queried for expected probabilities such as P (BRD = 0|P ROD =
16, SLR = [6.0 − 7.5]) Prior and posterior probabilities for different scenario’s can be computed and
plotted.
cpquery(bn_ecol, event=(BRD=='0'), evidence= PROD=='16' & SLR=='[6.0-7.5]')
## [1] 0.1761134
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cpquery(bn_ecol, event=(BRD=='+'), evidence= PROD=='16' & SLR=='[6.0-7.5]')
## [1] 0.02702703
bn_ecol_gr
bn_ecol_gr1
bn_ecol_gr2

<- compile(as.grain(bn_ecol))
<- setEvidence(bn_ecol_gr, nodes = c("PROD", "SLR"), states = c("16", "[6.0-7.5]") )
<- setEvidence(bn_ecol_gr, nodes = c("PROD", "SLR"), states = c("0", "[4.5-6.0]") )

querygrain(bn_ecol_gr1)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

$BEN
BEN
0
+
0.7 0.2 0.1
$EXP
EXP
0 0 1
$BRD
BRD
0
+
0.79 0.18 0.03
$SLR
SLR
[3.0-4.5] [4.5-6.0] [6.0-7.5]
0
0
1
$SUBS
SUBS
0
8 16
0.0 0.1 0.9

(p0

$PROD
PROD
0 8 16
0 0 1
<- querygrain(bn_ecol_gr,

## $BRD
## BRD
##
0
+
## 0.5683975 0.3247200 0.1068825
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nodes = "BRD"))

(p1

<- querygrain(bn_ecol_gr1, nodes = "BRD"))

## $BRD
## BRD
##
0
+
## 0.79 0.18 0.03
(p2

<- querygrain(bn_ecol_gr2, nodes = "BRD"))

## $BRD
## BRD
##
0
+
## 0.545 0.340 0.115
# this is for plotting the prior and posterior
probs
<- data.frame(BRD
= as.factor(row.names(as.data.frame(p0))),
prior
= as.numeric(p0$BRD),
posterior1 = as.numeric(p1$BRD),
posterior2 = as.numeric(p2$BRD))
probs$BRD <- factor(probs$BRD, levels = c('-', '0', '+'))
probs_l
<- melt(probs, id.vars = 'BRD')
ggplot(probs_l, aes(BRD, value)) + theme_bw() +
labs(x='Exposure time', y='probability', fill="") +
geom_bar(aes(fill=variable, group=variable),
stat = "identity", position=position_dodge())
0.8

probability

0.6
prior

0.4

posterior1
posterior2

0.2
0.0
−
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0

Exposure time

+

1.5

Full model

Finally, all the submodels can be combined to a full model which can be queried in a similar vein as
the submodels.
<- model2network("[PROD] [SUBS|PROD] [SLR] [EXP|SUBS:SLR]
[BEN|EXP] [BRD|EXP:BEN] [JST|PROD][JIN|PROD]")
graphviz.plot(dag_full)
dag_full

PROD

SLR

JIN

JST

SUBS

EXP

BEN

BRD

dist_full <- list(BRD=BRD_prob, BEN=BEN_prob, EXP=EXP_prob, SUBS=SUBS_prob,
PROD=PROD_prob, SLR=SLR_prob, JST=JST_prob, JIN=JIN_prob)
bn_full
<- custom.fit(dag_full, dist_full)
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